






















































































































<a href="#" onClick="_gaq.push(['_trackEvent', ‘Cateogry’, 
































































  function(){ 
    // retrieve the text of the link 
    var a = $(this).text(); 
    // does the link contain any images? 
    if($(this).children("img").length > 0){ 
      // retrieve the alt attribute of the img (assume one) 
      a = $(this).children("img").attr("alt"); 
    } 
    _gaq.push(["_trackEvent","Home Block Link","Section", a]) 
























































  _gaq.push(["_trackEvent", 
             "Library Search Tabs Search", 
             // the id attribute of the form being submitted  
             $(this).attr("id"), 
             // the value of the field with the class searchbox (the query) 

















































































 // for all the list items in every list with class EXLFacetsList  
 $('.EXLFacetsList li').each(function(){ 
     var facetLi = $(this); 
     // retrieve the facet label by walking the markup to find the 
     // element that occurs just before the facet list 
     var facet = facetLi.parent().prev().text(); 
     var type; 
     // determine whether this is an initially presented facet value 
     // or a “More options” link 
     if (facetLi.hasClass('EXLFacet')){ 
       type = 'initial'; 
     }      
     if (facetLi.hasClass('EXLFacetsDisplayMore')){ 
       type = 'showmore'; 
     } 
     // track an event every time the link in the facet list 
     // item is clicked 
     facetLi.find('a').each(function(){ 
       $(this).click(function(){ 
         _gaq.push(['_trackEvent', 'Facet Click', facet, type]); 
       }); 
     }); 
  }); 
%
The%data%from%tracking%facet%clicks%allows%us%to%see%which%facets%are%used%most%often%(see%
fig%8)%and%the%relative%use%of%initially%presented%facet%values%versus%the%more%option%link%
both%for%the%facet%sets%as%a%whole%or%for%a%particularly%selected%facet%(see%fig%9).%
%
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Fig.%8%Report%
%
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%
Fig%9.%Report%
%
This%data%has%been%used%to%inform%decisions%about%the%ordering%of%facets%on%the%page%to%
place%the%more%frequently%used%facets%at%the%top%of%the%list.%%It%has%also%revealed%patterns%in%
the%use%of%initial%facet%values%versus%the%more%options%link%that%vary%depending%on%the%facet,%
a%finding%that%might%be%useful%to%consider%when%crafting%instruction%for%our%discovery%tool.%
%
Adding%event%tracking%to%page%content%generated%dynamically%through%AJAX%requests%poses%
an%additional%challenge.%%Because%the%AJAX%content%does%not%exist%at%the%time%the%page%is%
loaded,%but%is%instead%often%loaded%to%the%document%based%on%a%user%action,%there%is%nothing%
to%add%an%onclick%or%other%handler%to%at%that%time.%%Instead,%methods%such%as%delegated%
events%in%jQuery%must%be%used%to%ensure%that%events%are%tracked%on%AJAXAloaded%content.%%In%
cases%where%a%thirdAparty%application%is%already%using%the%jQuery%library%for%AJAX%requests,%
but%the%version%is%an%older%one%that%does%not%support%event%delegation%(as%was%the%case%for%
the%first%version%of%Primo%we%began%using)%the%jQuery%“ajaxSuccess”%method%offers%an%
option%for%event%tracking%on%content%added%by%an%AJAX%call%based%on%the%URL%of%the%request%
as%returned%by%the%AJAX%options%object.%%In%the%absence%of%either%option,%the%underlying%
application%code%may%need%to%be%modified%to%enable%event%tracking.%%In%that%instance%the%
values%of%the%data%provided%by%the%event%tracking%must%be%weighed%against%the%effort%
required%to%maintain%the%modified%application.%
&
Conclusion&
&
Using%Google%Analytics%to%track%events%across%the%various%online%platforms%offered%by%a%
library%can%provide%data%to%organization%efforts%to%assess%website%effectiveness.%When%
employed%across%platforms,%event%tracking%can%offer%a%more%nuanced%description%of%user%
behavior%than%that%found%in%traditional%web%analytics%such%as%page%views%and%visits.%Adding%
event%tracking%requires%some%staff%expertise%in%web%technologies%like%JavaScript.%%While%
adding%event%tracking%to%thirdAparty%applications%can%be%more%difficult%than%adding%event%
tracking%to%locally%managed%websites,%custom%event%tracking%on%such%applications%can%
augment%data%already%provided%by%those%applications%to%better%meet%local%needs.%
&
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